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a b s t r a c t
In the ﬁeld of software architecture, a paradigm shift is occurring from describing the outcome of archi-
tecting process to describing the Architectural Knowledge (AK) created and used during architecting.
Many AK models have been deﬁned to represent domain concepts and their relationships, and they can
beused for sharing and reusingAK across organizations, especially in geographically distributed contexts.





AK sharing challenging. In order to understand the mapping quality from one AK model to another when
more than one AK model coexists, AK sharing quality prediction based on the concept differences across
AK models is necessary. Previous works in this area lack validation in the actual practice of AK sharing.
In this paper, we carry out validation using four AK sharing case studies. We also improve the previ-
ous prediction models. We developed a new advanced mapping quality prediction model, this model (i)
improves the prediction accuracy of the recall rate of AK sharing quality; (ii) provides a better balance
t andbetween prediction effor
. Introduction
Aparadigmshift is occurring in theﬁeld of software architecture
Avgeriou et al., 2007, 2009). The products of the software archi-
ecting process are no longer limited to architectural models and
iews, but it has a broader notion of Architectural Knowledge (AK)
Kruchten et al., 2006): the architecture design aswell as the design
ecisions, rationale, assumptions, context, and other factors that
ogether determine architecture solutions. Architectural (design)
ecisions are an important type of AK, as they form the basis
nderlying a software architecture (Jansen and Bosch, 2005). Other
ypesofAK includeconcepts fromarchitectural design (e.g., compo-
ents, connectors), requirements engineering (e.g., risks, concerns,
equirements), people (e.g., stakeholders, organization structures,
oles), and development process (e.g., activities) (De Boer et al.,
007).The entire set of AKneeds to be iteratively produced, shared, and
onsumed during the whole architecture lifecycle by a number of
ifferent stakeholders as effectively as possible (Liang et al., 2010).
hese stakeholders may belong to the same or different organiza-
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E-mail addresses: liangp@sklse.org, pliangeng@gmail.com
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tion and include roles such as: architects, requirement engineers,
developers,maintainers, testers, endusers, andmanagers, etc. Each
of the stakeholders, who are also knowledge workers, has her/his
own area of expertise and a set of concerns in a system being
developed, maintained or evolved. The architect needs to facili-
tate the collaboration between the stakeholders, by providing AK
through a common language for communication and negotiation,
and eventually makes the necessary design decisions and trade-
offs, potentially in a collaborative architecting context (Liang et al.,
2010).
However, in practice, there are several issues that hinder effec-
tive stakeholders’ collaboration during the architecting process,
which diminishes the quality of the resulting product. One of the
fundamental problems is the lack of effective ways to share AK
between stakeholders; this is not a common practice at present
(Tang et al., 2006; Lago et al., 2008). The cause of this problem is that
different stakeholders typically have different backgrounds, and
use their own AK domain models (ontologies) and set of preferred
AK tools. The result is amosaic of activities and artifacts rather than
a uniform process and a solid product (Liang et al., 2010). Conse-
quently the stakeholders speak a different AK language, and the
translation from one AK language to another AK language may be
lost.
One can share AK through the use of conceptmappings between
different AK domain models, which allows users to perform auto-
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oncept mappings. The issue caused by automatic AK translation
i.e., AK sharing) is that part of AK instances can be translated into
nstances of a concept that does not fully represent the original
oncept or a wrong concept. Therefore, it is necessary to consider
he quality and cost that such translation brings by evaluating pre-
iction methods of AK mapping. The evaluation is used to predict
ow well the knowledge that is contained in one AK model can be
apped to another model. This is important because organizations
ith different AK models would want to predict the quality of AK
haring.
In our previouswork,weproposed twoMappingQuality Predic-
ion Models (MQPMs) to do so: The Simple MQPM (SMQPM) (Liang
t al., 2009a) and the Random MQPM (RMQPM) (Liang et al., 2008).
QPMs predict the accuracy1 of AK sharing between AK domain
odels given a mapping between them. In (Liang et al., 2009a), we
ompare two different mapping approaches using SMQPM to mea-
ure their cost-effectiveness. In (Liang et al., 2008), RMQPM has
een used to select the most appropriate AK domain model as a
tandard model to translate AK between speciﬁc AK domain mod-
ls. The problem of these two prediction models is twofold. Firstly,
hey arebasedon restrictive assumptions that arenot realistic inAK
haring practices. Secondly, they have not been validated in indus-
rial practices. We need to improve these aspects to provide better
K mapping prediction.
In this paper, we present the AdvancedMQPM (AMQPM),which
s based on a reﬁnement of our earlier prediction models (SMQPM
nd RMQPM). To evaluate the accuracy and cost-effectiveness of
MQPM, we compare its predictions with the outcomes of the
MQPMandRMQPMmodels using four AK case studies. The results
f manual AK mappings are further evaluated by domain experts.
The state-of-the-art of AK sharing practice and the related chal-
enges are introduced and discussed in Section 2. The detailed
escription of three mapping quality prediction models (MQPMs)
ith their speciﬁc assumptions are presented in Section 3. The
eﬁned AMQPM and related calculation method are described in
ection 4. To validate AMQPM, four experimental case studies and
heir results are presented in Section 5. The results are evaluated
nd discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, we present relatedwork on
nowledge sharing methods. The limitations of our work are dis-
ussed in Section 8. Our conclusions and future work are outlined
n Section 9.
. Software architectural knowledge sharing
Software developers are knowledge workers. They usually do
ot operate in isolation, but are typically part of one or more social
etworks, and communities of people they interact with (Lago,
009). There is a need for them to share knowledge for taking
ecisions on design issues, applying patterns, negotiating solu-
ions, and so on. With the increasing trend of distributed software
evelopment, e.g., Global Software Development (GSD), sharing
nd reusing AK across organizations becomes a critical factor for
roject success (Jansen and Bosch, 2005). Sharing AK is essen-
ial for effective communication between distributed teams that
re responsible for different software development activities, e.g.,
equirement analysis, architecture design, and detailed design, etc.
t is also an important part of all architecting activities like modi-
ying past design decisions, performing architecture reviews, and
rading off quality attribute requirements.
AK can be classiﬁed in several types. In knowledge manage-
ent, a distinction is oftenmade between two types of knowledge:
1 The term accuracy refers how close the prediction of precision and recall rate,
nd F-measure of AK instances mapping results to the real values (precision and
ecall rate) of AK sharing as presented in Section 4.1.nd Software 84 (2011) 786–802 787
implicit and explicit knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995).
Implicit (or tacit) knowledge is knowledge residing in people’s
heads, whereas explicit knowledge is knowledge that has been
codiﬁed in some form (e.g., a document or a model). Two forms
of explicit knowledge can be discerned: documented and formal
knowledge. Documented knowledge is explicit knowledge that
is expressed in natural language or images in documents. Typi-
cal examples of documented AK are Word and Excel documents
that contain architecture description and analysis models. Formal
knowledge is explicit knowledge codiﬁed using a formal language
or model of which the exact semantics are deﬁned. Typical exam-
ples of formal AK models include architectural (design) decisions
ontology (Kruchten, 2004) and AK domain models (Capilla et al.,
2006; Jansen et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2007; Zimmermann et al.,
2007; Ali-Babar et al., 2006) that formally deﬁne concepts and
relationships, and aim at providing a common language for unam-
biguous interpretation by stakeholders. In AK,muchwork has been
done in mining existing AK bases or bodies of knowledge to gen-
eralize and codify AK instances in formal ontologies (Liang and
Avgeriou, 2009). The focus of this paper is on formal AK sharing
which is based on the AK instances annotated by using various AK
domain models and ontologies.
Most of the existing AK management tools, which have an AK
sharing function, only support documented AK sharing or for-
mal AK sharing among the organizations, who employ the same
AK domain model (Liang and Avgeriou, 2009). Sharing formal AK
between different organizations or even between departments of a
singleorganization,whohaveadopteddifferentAKdomainmodels,
poses a great challenge: the domain models of AK are not stan-
dardized. On the contrary, they tend to vary enormously. In fact,
various researchers and practitioners have proposed their own AK
domain models or ontologies as mentioned before to document AK
concepts and their relationships. Some of these concepts and rela-
tionships are different, while others are largely overlapping (Tang
et al., 2010). These discrepancies among the AK domain models
hampers the effective sharing of AK, which in turn results in mis-
understandings among stakeholders, expensive system evolution,
and limited reusability of architectural artifacts (Jansenet al., 2007).
This problem is not speciﬁc in the ﬁeld of AK, but is quite com-
mon in other ﬁelds, e.g., knowledge sharing in gene data (Camon
et al., 2004) and geographic information systems (Fonseca et al.,
2000).
In our work, we look at the problem of AK sharing through
a knowledge grid perspective (Jansen et al., 2007; Zhuge, 2004).
In this envisioned AK grid, AK is captured (annotated) in various
AK domain models. For instance, a multi-site software develop-
ment organization sharing different AK models across sites. Using
the concept mappings between these models, all AK instances
annotated by speciﬁc AK domain models, are transparently and
automatically shared (mapped) from one AK domain model to the
other among the interested stakeholders based on the AK con-
cept mappings. The AK sharing activity raises the issue of the cost
and quality of AK sharing, which is not only dependent on the AK
domain models and concept mappings involved, but also on the
actual AK instances related to these models. Only with these AK
instances, the real cost andquality of AK sharing canbedetermined.
However, annotating and mapping AK instances takes consider-
able effort compared to the effort of AK concept mappings, as a
huge number of instances are involved and human intervention is
required. To make matters worse, these efforts need to be contin-
uous, as the AK domain models or concept mappings continue to
evolve. Hence, we would like to predict the quality of AK sharing
in advance before effort is spent on annotating AK instances. The
other motivation for AK sharing quality prediction is that it can be
used to predict the quality of automatic AK sharing (i.e., AK instance
mapping) compared to a manual approach. As mentioned in Sec-
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pingmanually by following the AK conceptmapping relationships2
deﬁnedat the conceptual level, and then calculate theprecision and
recall rate using relevant data, retrieved data, and relevant retrieved
data obtained from AK sharing as an IR task. To avoid the cumber-based on relationship
Fig. 1. Query-based scenario for architectural knowledge sharing.
ion 1, twoMappingQuality PredictionModels (MQPMs) have been
roposed for the prediction of AK sharing quality: Simple MQPM
SMQPM) (Liang et al., 2009a) and the Random MQPM (RMQPM)
Liang et al., 2008). In Section 3, we elaborate on these prediction
odels and AK sharing.
. Mapping Quality Prediction Model (MQPM)
.1. AK sharing by concept mapping
Formal AK sharing takes place at two levels of abstraction: the
onceptual level and the instance level. At the conceptual level,
n AK domain model deﬁnes the concepts and relationships that a
articular organization, department, project, or person uses. At the
nstance level, the actual AK instances of the aforementioned con-
epts and relationships are stored in an AK repository. The sharing
f AK instances based on different AK domain models depends on
he mutual understanding of the underlying AK models, i.e., one
oncept in one AK domain model can be translated (mapped) into
concept in the other AK domain model. Thus this mutual under-
tanding canbe speciﬁedbya set ofmapping relationships between
oncepts from different AK domain models.
As mentioned in the previous section, we envision AK sharing
n an AK grid, i.e., a heterogeneous AK repository that is comprised
f different local AK repositories. Each local repository contains
he deﬁnition of an AK domain model and its instances. A user
an retrieve AK from all participating AK repositories transparently
ithout being conscious of the underlyingAKmodel differences. To
uantify the AK sharing quality, we use a speciﬁc scenario in the
orm of a user query. Such a query is a typical activity performed
uring knowledge sharing. The query is a precise request for infor-
ation retrieval, typically expressed as keywords combined with
oolean operators and other modiﬁers. The query-based scenario
s shown in Fig. 1. The numbers (1–5) in the ﬁgure denote the exe-
ution sequence of each activity (steps) in the scenario. A user who
nderstands only AK domain model T queries the repository of AK
omain model S (Step 2) using concepts from model T as query
eywords (Step 1). The conceptual difference between AK domain
odel S and Tposes a problem for AK sharing. The queried concepts
rommodel T do not exist (or exist, but have a differentmeaning) in
odel S. Thus, the AK repository of model S cannot return any data
AK instances). Using concept mappings from model S to T (Step 3),
heAK repository ofmodel S can returnpartial data to theuser (Step
), and ﬁnally the returned data can be stored in the AK repository
f model T for further usage (Step 5).
In AK domain models, concepts are deﬁned as classes. The map-
ing relationships between concepts of AK domain models are
herefore deﬁned as relationships between classes. We use the fol-
owing concept mapping relationships to relate AK domain models
ith each other.subClassOf, denotes one concept to be a specialization of another.
superClassOf, denotes one concept to be a generalization of
another.
equivalentClass, denotes two concepts to be the same.nd Software 84 (2011) 786–802
• noMatchingPair, denotes that a concept cannot be mapped to
another AK domain model.
Note that there are also many other concept mapping rela-
tionships besides the aforementioned four, such as disjointWith,
compositionOf, and partOf, etc. The four relationships were
selected based on two reasons: they can represent most of map-
ping semantics between AK concepts by a detailed analysis of a
series of AK domain models and concept mappings between them
(Liang et al., 2007); they can be readily represented in RDF Schema
(Brickley and Guha, 2004) or OWL (Bechhofer et al., 2004), which
are themostwidely used languages for formal knowledgemanage-
ment (description, annotation, and sharing) in the semantic web
(Shadbolt et al., 2006). The MQPMs are heavily based on the map-
ping semantics of these four concept mapping relationships. An AK
domain model is composed of AK concepts and the relationships
between them. Thus, the mapping quality (for a detailed descrip-
tion of mapping quality, see Section 4.1) between AK domain
models can be represented by the aggregation of themapping qual-
ity between their compositional AK concepts, as determined by
their concept mapping relationships.
3.2. Theoretical background of AK sharing quality
As described in Section 3.1, AK sharing can be viewed as a
combination of an information publication task with an Informa-
tion Retrieval (IR) task that involves a query to share knowledge.
The quality of this sharing can be quantiﬁed in terms of precision
and recall rate (Liang et al., 2009a). The precision and recall rate
originated from IR theory for the quality evaluation of IR results
(Cleverdon, 1967). The precision rate is the proportion of retrieved
data that is relevant. The recall rate is the proportion of relevant
data that is retrieved. In an AK sharing context, the precision and
recall rate can be reinterpreted as follows: the precision rate is
the percentage of the amount of AK instances which can be cor-
rectly mapped (retrieved) from the source to the destination AK
model compared to the amount of AK instances being mapped;
the recall rate is the percentage of the amount of AK instances
which can be correctly mapped (retrieved) from the source to the
destination AK model compared to the amount of (relevant) AK
instances belonging to the source AK model. Precision and recall
rate address the AK sharing quality from different perspectives.
There is a trade-off relationship between precision and recall rate,
where it is possible to increase one at the cost of reducing the other
(Buckland and Gey, 1994). Consequently, the F-measure is pro-
posed to represent the overall quality of an IR task (i.e., AK sharing)
taking both of precision and recall rate into considerations (Baeza-
Yates et al., 1999). The detailed deﬁnition and calculation of the
precision, recall rate, and F-measure in advanced mapping quality
prediction model (AMQPM) for AK sharing are further presented in
Section 4.1.
3.3. Three mapping quality prediction models
In practice, a domain expert can perform the AK instance map-2 In the context of AK sharing, theAK conceptmapping relationships between two
AK domain models are deﬁned by domain experts (e.g., software architects), and
these concept mapping relationships are ﬁxed (not changeable) when performing
AK instancemappings in this paper, sinceweassume that domain experts candecide
the best way of AK concept mapping for AK instance sharing.

























Assumptions of three MQPMs and real AK sharing case.
Even distribution of AK instances AK instance classiﬁer
SMQPM Yes IntelligentP. Liang et al. / The Journal of Sys
ome instance mapping work at the AK instance level, we try to
ap the AK instances automatically based on the concept map-
ing relationships, and predict the precision and recall rate of
utomatic instance mapping based on a MQPM (mapping quality
rediction model). In our previous work (Liang et al., 2009a, 2008),
wo MQPMs, namely SMQPM and RMQPM, for the calculation of
recision and recall ratewere proposed based on themapping rela-
ionships at the conceptual level, and different assumptions were
ssigned to these MQPMs.
In these models, two fundamental assumptions are considered:
. whether the AK instances are evenly distributed over AK model
concepts or not. Even distribution means that each AK concept
in an AK domain model has the same number of AK instances
in an AK repository. For example, Design Decision and Alternative
are two AK concepts in an AK domain model, and they have the
same number of instances of Design Decision and Alternative if
this assumption is true. However, this assumption is not realistic
in practice. For example, the number of instances ofAlternative is
always greater than that of Design Decision. The reason why we
make this assumption is to simplify the calculation of precision
and recall rate (see Section 4.1 for a detailed description) since
it takes substantial effort to acquire the number of AK instances
in an AK repository; and
. whether the instance classiﬁer employed is intelligent (maps
AK instances to instances of correct AK concepts) or random
(maps AK instances to instances of possible concepts randomly).
For example, the AK concept Requirement is a superClassOf
the concepts Functional Requirement and Non-functional Require-
ment. The Requirement has 10 instances, which is composed of
8 instances of Functional Requirement and 2 instances of Non-
functional Requirement. With an intelligent instance classiﬁer,
the 8 functional requirements and 2 non-functional require-
ments can be mapped correctly to the concepts Functional
Requirement and Non-functional Requirement, respectively. On
the other hand, with a random classiﬁer, all the 10 Require-
ment instances with a replicating approach (or every 5 instances
with a splitting approach) will be randomly mapped to the two
concepts Functional Requirement and Non-functional Require-
ment without considering whether these instance mappings
are correct or not.3 This kind of random instance mapping
will inevitably cause some wrong instance mappings. For
example, an instance of Functional Requirement is mapped to
an instance of Non-functional Requirement, and consequently
reduce the precision and recall rate4 of AK instance mapping
results.
The threemappingqualitypredictionmodels (SMQPM,RMQPM,
nd advancedMQPM (AMQPM))with their respective assumptions
represented in Table 1 and comparedwith the associated assump-
ions of a real AK sharing case (i.e., the manual mapping by domain
xperts).
The detailed concept mapping relationships and related calcu-
ation methods for mapping quality prediction are presented in
ection 4.2.The SMQPM (simple mapping quality prediction model) was
dopted in (Liang et al., 2009a) to predict AK sharing quality and
ost. Of these three MQPMs, the SMQPM has the most optimistic
ssumptions: the AK instances are evenly distributed in the AK
3 For easier understanding, the dummy concept and the replicating and split-
ing approach for AK instance mapping in superClassOf mapping relationship is not
entioned here, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.
4 Refer to Section 4.1 for descriptions of the extended meaning of precision, recall
ate, and F-measure in AMQPM.RMQPM Yes Random
AMQPM No Random
Real Case No Intelligent
repository, and the AK instance classiﬁer always perfectly maps
AK instances into the correct AK concepts. In this case, the pre-
diction of a theoretical maximum precision (PSMQPM) and recall
(RSMQPM) rate canbeachieved. Thedisadvantageof SMQPMis that it
is overly optimistic in practice. RMQPM (random mapping quality
prediction model) was employed in (Liang et al., 2008) to calcu-
late the semantic distances (reciprocal of F-measure) for selecting
the most appropriate AK domain model as the core model for AK
sharing in an indirect mapping approach. RMQPM also takes the
assumption of even distribution of AK instances, but has the most
pessimistic assumptions about the AK instance classiﬁer (but more
realistic than SMQPM) in which the AK instance classiﬁer maps
the AK instances to possible concepts randomly. In that case, the
prediction of a theoretical minimum precision PRMQPM and recall
(RRMQPM) rate can be achieved. The AMQPM has more realistic (nei-
ther optimistic nor pessimistic) assumptions compared with those
for SMQPM and RMQPM. In the case of AMQPM, the prediction of
precision (PAMQPM) and recall (RAMQPM) rate should be intuitively
between the predictions of RMQPM and SMQPM. The conjectures
on the relationshipof thecomparisonamong thepredictions (preci-
sion (P) and recall (R) rate) of using the three MQPMs are presented
in 1 and 2 respectively. Conjecture 3 is derived from Conjectures 1
and 2 to present the comparison relationship of the F-measure (F)
prediction, calculated by Formula 9. The F-measure represents the
overall quality of AK sharing including precision and recall rate. The
F-measure increases when the precision or recall rate increases.
Note that, the purpose of these three prediction models is not to
achieve high F-measure, but to achieve accurate prediction results
that are close to the F-measure, recall and precision rate of real AK
sharing case. The real case acts as a benchmark for AK sharing qual-
ity between certainAKdomainmodels, becauseweassume that the
result of manual AK instance annotation and mapping by domain
experts is perfect (intelligent) as speciﬁed in Table 1. In this paper,
all three MQPMs are employed to predict the AK sharing quality in
order to validate these conjectures.
PRMQPM ≤ PAMQPM ≤ PSMQPM (1)
RRMQPM ≤ RAMQPM ≤ RSMQPM (2)
FRMQPM ≤ FAMQPM ≤ FSMQPM (3)
In conclusion, two major issues still exist in our previous work
on the SMQPM and RMQPM, which affect the wide applications of
MQPM in AK sharing practices: (1) the SMQPM and RMQPM are
based on quite restrictive assumptions that are not realistic for
practical AK sharing activities; (2) the two MQPMs are only proved
at the AK conceptual level without any validation in industrial AK
sharingpractices at theAK instances level toestablish its credibility.
In Section 4, the formulae and methods of AMQPM are presented
in detail.
4. Advanced Mapping Quality Prediction Model (AMQPM)In the SMQPM and RMQPM, the weight of each AK concept,
namely the amount of AK instances belonging to each AK concept
is deﬁned as a constant C, which is feasible due to the assumption
of even distribution of AK instances. However, for AMQPM, this
assumption can be relaxed. The weight of each AK concept should


































AFig. 2. Instance mapping scenarios for AK sharing.
e treated as a variable in the calculationmethods of AMQPM,mak-
ng AMQPM more realistic. In this section, we present the formulae
nd the associated methods that make up AMQPM.
.1. Precision, recall rate, and F-measure in AMQPM
As mentioned in Section 3.1, AK sharing can be viewed as an IR
ask in which knowledge is shared by querying AK repositories. An
K repository is composed of AK instances belonging to certain AK
oncepts represented in a corresponding AK domain model. Fig. 2
llustrates AK sharing from the perspective of AK instance map-
ing based on AK concept mappings. The two bigger circles x and
represent two AK concepts in different AK domain models, and
he small dots inside each concept circle represent the AK instances
elonging to them. The directed arrows between the small dots are
K instance mappings. If concept x (e.g., Human5) is a superClassOf
(e.g., Man), three instance mapping scenarios may exist:
an instance of concept x is mapped correctly as an instance of
concept y, e.g., instance a (John is a Human(a) and he is also a
Man(d));
an instance of concept x is mapped as instance of concept y, but it
is not a correct mapping, e.g., instance b (Tom is a Human(b), but
he is not a Man, he is a Boy(e)). This instance mapping scenario
is possible in practice by an instance classiﬁer since concept Man
and Boy are similar;
an instance of concept x cannot be mapped as an instance of con-
cept y, e.g., instance c (Mary is a Human(c), but she is not a Man,
she is a Woman).
According to the query-based knowledge sharing scenario
escribed in Section 3.1, three AK instance sets, originating from
he IR theory, can be retrieved for the calculation of precision and
ecall rate (see Section 3.3):
|x|: all the AK instances to be mapped in concept x regardless
whether they are mappable or not, e.g., a, b, c∈ |x|. This is the
Relevant data in IR theory;
|y|: all the AK instances mapped to concept y regardless whether
theyarecorrectlymappedornot, e.g.,d, e∈ |y|. This is theRetrieved
data in IR theory;
CCIx→y: all correctly mapped AK instances from concept x to y,
e.g., d∈CCIx→y. This is the Relevant retrieved data in IR theory.
5 For better understanding, we take common concepts as an example instead
f the speciﬁc domain concepts from AK models. A practical AK concept mapping
xample between two AK domain models can be found in Table A.6 (see Appendix
).nd Software 84 (2011) 786–802
Then the precision (P) and recall (R) rate based on AK concept
mapping from x to y (x→ y) can be deﬁned as follows:
Px→y = relevant retrieveddataretrieveddata =
CCIx→y
|y| (4)
Rx→y = relevant retrieveddatarelevant data =
CCIx→y
|x| (5)
As proposed in our previous work (Liang et al., 2008), the preci-
sion (MP) and recall (MR) rate of the AK model mapping from S to T
(see Fig. 1) can be calculated based on the aggregation of precision
and recall rate for individual concept mappings. Some symbols for
the calculation of MP and MR are deﬁned: xi denotes an AK concept
of AK model S; yi denotes a set of AK concepts of AK model T due to
the 1:n mapping relationships from xi to yi; Wxi denotes the weight
of AK concept xi in AK model S (i.e., the percentage of amount of AK
instances in AK concept xi denoted by |xi| in relation to the whole
amount of AK instances in AK model S denoted by |S|). NoC(S) is a
function to get the number of AK concepts in AK model S. The for-
mulae for the calculation of MP and MR are deﬁned as follows in
Formula 7 and 8. Note that although AK repositories based on dif-
ferent AK domain models have different number of AK instances,
the number of AK instances in various AK domain models is not a
variable in Formula 7 and 8, only the weight (calculated by Formula
6) of eachAK concept counts, and since this is a unidirectionalmap-
ping, only AK concept mappings from model S to T are taken into
account in calculation (i.e., NoC(S)), and the number of AK concepts











(Rxi→yi × Wxi ) (xi ∈ S, yi ⊂ T) (8)
The F-measure (F), the integration of precision and recall rate in
IR theory cf. (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999) is deﬁned as:
FS→T =
2 × MPS→T × MRS→T
MPS→T + MRS→T
(9)
The meaning of these symbols (Wx, P, R, MP, MR, F∈ [0, 1]) in the
context of AK sharing is described as follows:
• Wx is the percentage of instances belonging to concept x inmodel
S;
• Px→y is the percentage of correctly mapped AK instances of con-
cept x relative to all the mapped AK instances in concept y;
• Rx→y is the percentage of correctly mapped AK instances of con-
cept x relative to all the AK instances of concept x;
• MPS→T is the percentage of correctly mapped AK instances in
model S to all the mapped AK instances in model T;
• MRS→T is the percentage of correctly mapped AK instances in
model S to all the AK instances of model S;
• FS→T is an integrated criterion to quantify the AK sharing result:
the greater the F value is, the better quality AK is shared in from
AK repository S to T.
4.2. Concept mappingsIn Section 3.1, four general conceptmapping relationships (sub-
ClassOf, superClassOf, equivalentClass, and noMatchingPair) are
deﬁned between AK domain models. The calculation method of
AMQPM for the precision (P) and recall (R) rate is based on the
semantics of the four concept mapping relationships. As presented
P. Liang et al. / The Journal of Systems a













































oFig. 3. Instance mapping with equivalentClass relationship.
n Section 4.1, the amount of AK instances belonging to concept x
s denoted as |x|, i.e., all the AK instances to be mapped in concept
. The calculation method for each concept mapping relationships
s presented in the next subsections.
.2.1. equivalentClass
If concept x (e.g., Decision Topic) is the equivalentClass of y (e.g.,
esign Issue), then all the AK instances of concept x (Decision Topic)
re also the instances of y (Design Issue) as shown in Fig. 3. The
recision (P) and recall (R) rate can therefore be calculated as:




|x| = 1 (10)




|x| = 1 (11)
.2.2. superClassOf
One AK concept x (e.g., Requirement) can have multiple super-
lassOf mapping relationships with a set of AK concepts y (y={y1,
2, ..., yNoS(x)}, e.g., y1 is Functional Requirement, y2 is Non-functional
equirement, inwhichNoS(x) is a function to get the number of sub-
lass concepts of x.). AMQPM assumes a random instance classiﬁer,
hus this classiﬁer is unable to recognize the correct AK concept to
e mapped from multiple candidate subclass concepts for an AK
nstance, i.e., multiple y plus a dummy concept that represents the
ubclass concept of x that is not covered by y. In such a situation,
wo instance mapping approaches can be employed for the ran-
om instance mapping: a replicating or a splitting approach. The
lassiﬁer either maps all the AK instances of x to all the candidate
ubclass concepts (e.g., y1, y2 and dummy concept) by replicat-
ng the instances of x as shown in Fig. 4, or maps part of the AK
nstances of x to all the candidate subclass concepts by evenly split-
ing the instances of x as illustrated in Fig. 5 (in this example, x
s the superclass of two concepts including y1 and plus a dummy
oncept, so the instances of x are evenly splitted into three parts,
nd mapped respectively into the three subclasses). Both the repli-
ating and splitting approaches have their value with respect to
he instance mapping quality and mapping results. The replicat-
ng approach achieves a higher recall rate since more correct AK
nstances are mapped, while the splitting approach returns less
ncorrectAK instancemappings since lessAK instances aremapped.
In AMQPM, we make one implicit assumption both for the split-
ing and the replicating approach. We assume that the instances of
ne AK concept x are evenly distributed over the set of AK concepts
6 (i.e., the subclasses of concept x) and the dummy concept. This
ssumption removes the need to assess for each AK concept how
he AK instances distribution of x over y looks like, thereby trading
ff the accuracy of AMQPM with the effort to make an assessment.
The precision (P) and recall (R) rate with superClassOf map-
ing relationship using replicating or splitting can be calculated as
ollows:
6 This is an assumption about the even distribution of AK instances of subclasses
(in destination AKmodel), which does not violate the explicit AMQPMassumption
f unevendistribution of AK instances of x (in sourceAKmodel) presented in Table 1.nd Software 84 (2011) 786–802 791
4.2.2.1. Replicating approach.
Px superClassOf y =
CCIx→y
|y| =
(|x|/NoS(x) + 1) × NoS(x)
NoS(x) × |x|
= 1
NoS(x) + 1 (12)
Rx superClassOf y =
CCIx→y
|x| =
(|x|/NoS(x) + 1) × NoS(x)
|x|
= NoS(x)
NoS(x) + 1 (13)
With the replicating approach, |y| (all the AK instances mapped
to concept y) is calculated by the product of Nos(x) and |x|, since
the AK instances to be mapped in concept x (i.e., |x|) are replicated
Nos(x) times for a full instance mapping to each subclass concept
of x. CCIx→y (the correctly mapped AK instances from x to y) is
calculated by the product of NoS(x) and |x|/(NoS(x) + 1), since for
each subclass concept of x (i.e., yi, i=1 . . .NoS(x)), there are only
|x|/(NoS(x) + 1) AK instances that are correctly mapped (the 1 rep-
resents the dummy concept) when a random instance classiﬁer is
employed. The detailed calculations of |y| and CCIx→y with |x| itself
lead to the calculation of P and R using the replicating approach in
Formula 12 and 13.
An example of instance mapping of one AK concept x with
two subclass concepts (y1 and y2, NoS(x) = 2) using the replicating
approach is shown in Fig. 6. The |x| outside the concepts box of y
denotes the amount of mapped AK instances, which contributes to
the |y|. The 1/3× |x| inside the concepts boxof ydenotes the amount
of correctlymappedAK instances from x to y (CCIx→y). Note, that the
correctly mapped AK instances to the dummy concept (in dashed
box) are not taken into account in correctly mapped AK instances
from x to y (CCIx→y) due to its irrelevance to any y concepts.
4.2.2.2. Splitting approach. Theprecision (P) and recall (R) ratewith
superClassOfmapping relationship using splitting can be calculated
as follows:
Px superClassOf y =
CCIx→y
|y| =
(|x|/(NoS(x) + 1)2) × NoS(x)
(|x|/NoS(x) + 1) × NoS(x)
= 1
NoS(x) + 1 (14)
Rx superClassOf y =
CCIx→y
|x| =





With the splitting approach, |y| (all the AK instances mapped to
concept y) is calculated by the product ofNoS(x) and |x|/(NoS(x) + 1),
since theAK instances to bemapped in concept x (i.e., |x|) are evenly
splitted into NoS(x) + 1 parts (the 1 represents the dummy concept)
for a partial instance mapping to each subclass concept of x. CCIx→y
(the correctly mapped AK instances from x to y) is calculated by the
product of NoS(x) and |x|/(NoS(x) + 1)2 since for each subclass con-
cept of x (i.e., yi, i=1 . . .NoS(x)), there are only |x|/(NoS(x) + 1) AK
instances that are mapped, and only 1/(NoS(x) + 1) of these mapped
instances that are correctlymappedwhena randominstance classi-
ﬁer is employed. The detailed calculations of |y| and CCIx→y with |x|
itself lead to the calculation of P and R using the splitting approach
in Formula 14 and 15.
An example of instance mapping of one AK concept x with two
subclass concepts (y1 and y2, NoS(x) = 2) using splitting approach is
shown in Fig. 7. The 1/3× |x| outside the concepts box of y denotes
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ig. 6. Instancemappingwith superClassOf relationshipusing replicating approach.
he amount of mapped AK instances, which contributes to the |y|.
he 1/3×1/3× |x| inside the concepts box of y denotes the amount
f correctly mapped AK instances from x to y (CCIx→y) since only
/3 of the mapped AK instances (1/3× |x|) are correctly mapped AK
nstances. For the same reason as in the replicating approach, the
orrectlymappedAK instances todummy concept arenot taken into
ccount in the correctly mapped AK instances from x to y (CCIx→y)
ue to its irrelevance to any y concepts.
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th splitting approach.
When calculating the precision (P) and recall (R) rate of a con-
cept mapping with the superClassOf relationship, the calculation
results based on the two approaches (replicating and splitting) are
combined to get an average value since the two instance mapping
approaches are both employed in AK sharing practice. Remark, that
the formulae for precision calculation using the replicating (i.e., For-
mula 12) and splitting (i.e., Formula 14) approach are the same,
which is counter intuitive. This is due to the two assumptionsmade
in AMQPM: (1) the random AK instance classiﬁer, and (2) even dis-
tribution of AK instances over the subclasses and dummy concept.
4.2.3. subClassOf
If an AK concept x (e.g., Data Model) is a subClassOf y (e.g., Arti-
fact), then all the AK instances of concept x (Data Model) are also the
instances of concept y (Artifact) as shown in Fig. 8. The precision (P)
and recall (R) rate can be calculated as:




|x| = 1 (16)




|x| = 1 (17)
4.2.4. noMatchingPair
If an AK concept x (e.g., Author) has noMatchingPair concept in
another AK model T, then all the AK instances of concept x (Author)
cannot bemapped as the AK instances ofmodel T as shown in Fig. 9.
Theprecision (P) rate is not taken intoaccount sincenoAK instances





|x| = 0 (18)
x (  | x | ) y (  | x | )subClassOf
Data Model Artifact
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With the calculation formulae and method of AMPQM pre-
ented in this section, the predictions of the precision (P) and
ecall (R) rate of AK sharing can be calculated by using the AK
x (  | x | ) y  ) 0 (noMatchingPair
Author
Fig. 9. Instance mapping with noMatchingPair relationship.
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Fig. 12. Comparison among the predictions of recall (R) rate ond Software 84 (2011) 786–802 793
concept mapping relationships and the weight of each AK concept
as inputs. The predictions of the P and R of AK sharing between
AK domain models is composed of the P and R of individual AK
concept mappings. With the four concept mapping relationships,
detailed calculations of P and R between individual AK concept
mappings are achieved. Note that, one-to-many concept mapping
with different mapping relationships is allowed for AK concept
mapping. If AK concept A has a subClassOf or equivalentClass
mapping relationship to AK concept B, then all the other con-
cept mapping relationships of A will be ignored, since either of
these two mapping relationship can achieve a full mapping (i.e.,
P=R=1) for all the instances belonging to AK concept A. In the














































f MQPM and real case results based on AK sharing cases.
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domain models are shown in Fig. 10. For example, the AK shar-
ing case 1 takes place between LOFAR and AREL AK repository
which are both constructed by annotating SAD1.doc using LOFAR










Fig. 13. Comparison among the predictions of F-measure
nd one from research project), in which the AMQPM has been
pplied.
. The experiments
In this section, we experiment with four cases. The predictions
ith the SMQPM and the RMQPM are calculated based on the for-
ulae and methods presented in our previous work (Liang et al.,
009a, 2008). The AK sharing results of the real AK sharing cases
alsousing the four cases) are calculated throughamanualmapping
y domain experts. The prediction by AMQPM is further evaluated
compared) with the predictions by SMQPM, RMQPM, and the real
K sharing results in Section 6.
.1. Experimental setup
In this experiment, we select three AK domain models:
OFAR (Jansen et al., 2009), AREL (Tang et al., 2007), and SOAD
Zimmermann et al., 2007). They act as the underlying concept
odels for AK annotation and sharing. In addition, four architec-
ure documents are used to provide the content for AK annotation
nd sharing. The connection between the AK domain models and
rchitecture documentswill be described further on in this section.
The reason for selecting the three AK domain domains is that
hese AK domain models are mostly proposed and created by our-
elves (SOAD is an exception, but we are familiar with this AK
omain model). The same holds for the selected software architec-
ure documents. This ensures that we, as domain experts, always
ake correct AK instance annotations and mappings, which is one
f the assumptions speciﬁed in Table 1, sincewehave a goodunder-
tanding of them. If we had selected other AK domain models and
rchitecture documents, we might make mistakes in AK instance
nnotations and mappings. The other reason for using the four
ifferent documents is that they cover four representative appli-
ation areas in software design (a mature information system, an
merging service-oriented system, aprototype system ina research
roject, and a scientiﬁc calculation system). We brieﬂy introduce
elow thebasic informationof the four architecturedocuments and
elated AK sharing case studies.
The ﬁrst architecture document is from the LOFAR software sys-
em. LOFAR is the abbreviation of Low Frequency Array project
ndertaken by Astron, the Dutch Astronomy Institute, which is
nvolved in the development of large software-intensive systems
sed forastronomyresearch. Thedevelopmentof theLOFARproject
s undertaken by a consortium of multiple international partners
ith a long development time of nearly a decade and operational








f MQPM and real case results based on AK sharing cases.
a subsystem from the LOFAR project, which is documented using
Microsoft Word with 33 pages, 7090 words, and 19 ﬁgures. The
LOFAR architecture document is denoted as SAD1.doc in this paper.
The second architecture document is about a system which was
built to monitor car ﬂeet for a major car manufacturer in Australia.
The development took 2 calendar years and approximately 10 man
years of development efforts to complete. We use the architec-
ture design models in UML and the design document (70 pages) as
the basis for this study, and this architecture document is denoted
as SAD2.mdl. The third architecture document is from SOAD sam-
ples of ADkwik (Schuster and Zimmermann, 2008), which targets
to the SOA (service-oriented architectures) decision modeling sup-
portdevelopedby IBMZurichResearch. These samplesare collected
from IBMSOAprojects and are documented in a html page, and this
architecture document is denoted as SAD3.htm. The fourth case is
about an architecture document of a research prototype developed
in an large EU integration project with a duration of three years by
a ﬁve-person team. The document describes architecture design
of a process execution engine which orchestrates the execution
of the semantic activities according to speciﬁed control and data
ﬂows. Given the nature of a research prototype, the architecture
design includes new features for the process execution engine, but
is less concernedwith issues suchasmaintenance. This architecture
document is in a PDF format, and denoted as SAD4.pdf. The differ-
ent characteristics of these four software architecture documents
enrich our experiments.
In the four case studies, the domain experts ﬁrst annotate the
same architecture document using two AK domain models (e.g.,
annotate SAD1.doc using LOFAR and AREL AK domain models). The
collection of annotated AK instances belonging to certain AKmodel
acts as an AK repository to be shared. The domain experts then
manually map the AK instances from one AK repository to another
(e.g., from LOFAR to AREL repository by manually linking the AK
instance which has been annotated, and vice verse). The predic-
tion results from SMQPM, RMQPM, AMQPM, and results of manual
mapping by domain experts are compared. The manual mapping
results by domain experts are used as a benchmark.7 The relation-
ships between the four architecture documents and the three AK7 We assume that domain experts always correctly annotate and map the AK
instances. The human factor (different domain experts may have different under-
standing for annotating and mapping AK instances) is out of the scope of this paper,
and will be further investigated in our future work.














Predictions and manual mapping results of AK sharing case 2.
P R F
LOFAR→AREL
Annotated Document SAD2.mdl SMQPM 1.000 0.788 0.881
Model Mappings Table A.6 RMQPM 0.908 0.768 0.832
Instance Annotation Table A.10 AMQPM 0.858 0.893 0.875
Mapped Instances No. 219 Real Case 1.000 0.991 0.995
AREL→ LOFAR
Annotated Document SAD2.mdl SMQPM 1.000 0.615 0.762P. Liang et al. / The Journal of Sys
epresented in the ﬁgure by different Sharing Case arrows (e.g., the
otted arrow and the solid arrow).
The detailed experimental steps, as performed by domain
xperts, are described below:
Step 1: annotate the samearchitecture document (e.g., SAD1.doc)
into AK instances based on the two AK domain models, which are
the underlying conceptual models of AK repositories. The collec-
tion of annotated AK instances belonging to certain AK model
acts as an AK repository to be shared (mapped). The byproduct of
this step is the weight of each AK concept (i.e., the percentage of
amount of AK instances of an AK concept to the whole amount of
AK instances in anAKmodel). This step canbeassistedby theDoc-
umentKnowledgeClient of theKnowledgeArchitect tool suite for
annotating the architecture documents in Microsoft Word (Liang
et al., 2009b).
Step 2: deﬁne the conceptmapping relationship between the two
AK domain models using the four concept mapping relationships
presented in Section 3.1. This step can be assisted by the Knowl-
edge Translator of the Knowledge Architect tool suite, which is
used to deﬁne the concept mapping relationships in OWL (Liang
et al., 2009b).
Step 3: calculate the predictions, i.e., the precision (P), recall (R)
rate, and F-measure (F) using SMQPM and RMQPM based on the
concept mapping relationships deﬁned in Step 2. The calculation
formulae andmethods arepresented in (Lianget al., 2008, 2009a).
Step 4: calculate the predictions, i.e., the precision (P), recall (R)
rate, and F-measure (F) using the AMQPM that takes as input the
conceptmapping relationships deﬁned in Step2 and theweightof
each AK concept obtained in Step 1. The calculation formulae and
methods are presented in Section 4. The calculation of SMQPM,
RMQPM, and AMQPM can be done by the functions provided in
the Knowledge Translator mentioned in Step 2.
Step 5: manually map the AK instances annotated in Step 1 from
one AK domain model to another, and vice verse, by domain
experts. This step can also be assisted by the Document Knowl-
edge Client for mapping (linking) the AK instances between
two annotated architecture documents in Microsoft Word (Liang
et al., 2009b).
Step 6: calculate the recall (R) rate of manual mapping between
the two AK repositories constructed in Step 1 using Formula 5
from the IR theory (see Section 3.2). This recall rate is realis-
tic since it is based on manual AK sharing, and we assume that
the domain experts always correctly annotate and map the AK
instances. Based on this assumption, the precision (P) rate of
manual mapping is always 1 (100% correct).
Step 7: compare the predictions (i.e., precision (P), recall (R) rate,
and F-measure (F)) by SMQPM, RMQPM, and AMQPM obtained
from Step 3 and Step 4, with the manual mapping results by
domain experts obtained in Step 6.
able 2
redictions and manual mapping results of AK sharing case 1.
P R F
LOFAR→AREL
Annotatd Document SAD1.doc SMQPM 1.000 0.788 0.881
Model Mappings Table A.6 RMQPM 0.908 0.768 0.832
Instance Annotation Table A.8 AMQPM 0.858 0.797 0.827
Mapped Instances No. 182 Real Case 1.000 0.888 0.941
AREL→ LOFAR
Annotated Document SAD1.doc SMQPM 1.000 0.615 0.762
Model Mappings Table A.7 RMQPM 0.955 0.606 0.741
Instance Annotation Table A.9 AMQPM 0.994 0.968 0.981
Mapped Instances No. 182 Real Case 1.000 0.984 0.992Model Mappings Table A.7 RMQPM 0.955 0.606 0.741
Instance Annotation Table A.11 AMQPM 0.976 0.728 0.834
Mapped Instances No. 288 Real Case 1.000 0.760 0.864
5.2. Comparisons of predictions and real sharing results
In this section, we present the predictions with real AK sharing
results from four case studies. Due to space limitations, we have
selected to present the values of key calculation parameters (e.g.,
the weight of each AK concept) without providing detailed steps of
the calculation itself. All the experimental data related to certain
AK sharing case is shown in one table, e.g., Table 2 for AK sharing
case 1.
5.2.1. AK sharing case 1
As we can see, the AK sharing case 1 (see Table 2) takes place
between the LOFAR and AREL AK repository, which are constructed
by annotating SAD1.doc using LOFAR and AREL AK domain models.
The AK concept mapping relationships from LOFAR to AREL and from
AREL toLOFARmodel are shown inTablesA.6andA.7 (seeAppendix
A). The number of AK instances and the weight of each AK concept in
the two AK repository (LOFAR and AREL) obtained by AK instance
annotationarepresented inTablesA.8 andA.9 (seeAppendixA). For
themanualmappingofAKsharingcase1bydomainexperts, 182AK
instances (i.e., relevant retrieved data in the IR theory) are mapped
from the LOFAR to AREL AK repository, and the same number of
AK instances are mappable from the AREL to LOFAR repository.
Based on the concept mapping relationships and the values of the
calculation parameters presented in related tables, the predictions
(precision (P), recall (R) rate, and F-measure (F)) and manual map-
ping results (real case) are calculated and shown in the right part of
the Table 2.
5.2.2. AK sharing case 2
The experimental data for the second AK sharing case is pre-
sented in Table 3. This sharing case also takes place between the
LOFAR and AREL AK repository, which are constructed by annotat-
ing the SAD2.mdl document. The difference between the number of
AK instances mapped from the LOFAR to AREL AK repository (219)
and from theAREL to LOFAR repository (288) is that domain experts
annotate the architecture document in different granularity. For
example, one AK instance annotated in LOFAR domain model can
be annotated as several AK instances in the AREL domain model.
5.2.3. AK sharing case 3
The experimental data for the third AK sharing case is presented
in Table 4. Note that the number of AK instances (216) mapped
from LOFAR to SOAD AK repository is the same as the number of
AK instances in LOFAR repository (216), which means that all the
AK instances in LOFAR repository can bemanuallymapped to SOAD
repository. The reason is that the SAD3.htm is documented based
on the SOAD AK model, and there is no AK instances in this LOFAR
repository (constructed from SAD3.htm) which cannot be mapped
into (recognized by) SOAD repository. Consequently, the manual
mapping recall rate is 1 (100% retrieved).
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Table 4
Predictions and manual mapping results of AK sharing case 3.
P R F
LOFAR→ SOAD
Annotated Document SAD3.htm SMQPM 1.000 0.727 0.842
Model Mappings Table A.12 RMQPM 0.913 0.705 0.795
Instance Annotation Table A.14 AMQPM 0.878 0.807 0.841
Mapped Instances No. 216 Real Case 1.000 1.000 1.000
SOAD→ LOFAR
Annotated Document SAD3.htm SMQPM 1.000 0.576 0.731
Model Mappings Table A.13 RMQPM 0.935 0.566 0.705
Instance Annotation Table A.15 AMQPM 1.000 0.640 0.780
Mapped Instances No. 216 Real Case 1.000 0.641 0.781
Table 5
Predictions and manual mapping results of AK sharing case 4.
P R F
AREL→ SOAD
Annotated Document SAD4.pdf SMQPM 1.000 0.596 0.747
Model Mappings Table A.16 RMQPM 0.976 0.591 0.737
Instance Annotation Table A.18 AMQPM 1.000 0.841 0.914
Mapped Instances No. 127 Real Case 1.000 0.841 0.914
SOAD→AREL
Annotated Document SAD4.pdf SMQPM 1.000 0.456 0.625
















AK concept mappings from AREL to LOFAR AK domain model.
AREL LOFAR Mapping relationship
Motivational Reason Concern equivalentClass
Functional Requirements Requirement subClassOf
Non-functional Requirements Requirement subClassOf
Business Environment Concern subClassOf
Information System Environment Concern subClassOf
Technology Environment Concern subClassOf
Design Outcome Artifact equivalentClass
Design Outcome Artifact Fragment superClassOf
Data Model Artifact subClassOf
Application Model Artifact subClassOf
Technology Model Artifact subClassOf
Decision Decision equivalentClass
Decision Quick Decision superClassOf
Architectual Rationale Decision subClassOf
Qualitative Rationale Decision subClassOf
Quantitative Rationale Decision subClassOf
Alternative Architectual Rationale Alternative superClassOf
Alternative Design – noMatchingPair
Alternative Behavior – noMatchingPair
Design Issue Decision Topic equivalentClass
Design Strengths and Weaknesses – noMatchingPair
Tradeoffs – noMatchingPair
Risks and Non-risks Risk superClassOf
Supporting Information – noMatchingPair
Data Viewpoints – noMatchingPair
Application Viewpoints – noMatchingPairInstance Annotation Table A.19 AMQPM 1.000 0.820 0.901
Mapped Instances No. 159 Real Case 1.000 0.820 0.901
.2.4. AK sharing case 4
The experimental data of the fourthAK sharing case is presented
nTable5. This sharing case takesplacebetween theARELandSOAD
K repository, which are constructed by annotating the SAD4.pdf
ocument. Similar to AK sharing case 2, domain experts annotate
he architecture document in different granularity, which results
n the difference between the number of AK instances mapped
rom the AREL to SOAD AK repository (127) and from the SOAD
o AREL repository (159). The recall rate prediction of this sharing
ase (SOAD→AREL) is a bit low (<0.500) since a considerable part
f AK concepts from SOAD model have a noMatchingPair mapping
elationship to theAK concept fromARELmodel,which reduces the
rediction value of recall rate.
able A.6
K concept mappings from LOFAR to AREL AK domain model.
LOFAR AREL Mapping relationship
Risk Risks and Non-risks subClassOf
Requirement Functional Requirement superClassOf
Requirement Non-functional Requirement superClassOf
Concern Motivational Reason equivalentClass
Concern Business Environment superClassOf
Concern Information System Environment superClassOf
Concern Technology Environment superClassOf
Decision Topic Design Issue equivalentClass
Alternative Alternative Architectual Rationale subClassOf
Quick Decision Decision subClassOf
Speciﬁcation – noMatchingPair
Decision Decision equivalentClass
Decision Architectual Rationale superClassOf
Decision Qualitative Rationale superClassOf
Decision Quantitative Rationale superClassOf
Artifact Design Outcome equivalentClass
Artifact Data Model superClassOf
Artifact Application Model superClassOf
Artifact Technology Model superClassOf
Artifact Fragment Design Outcome subClassOf
Author – noMatchingPairTechnology Viewpoints – noMatchingPair
Business Viewpoint – noMatchingPair
6. Evaluation and discussions
6.1. Evaluation
In this section,we compare the predictions of AK sharing quality
presented in Section 5. The objective is to ﬁnd out whether the
Conjecture 1, 2, and 3 presented in Section 3 still hold or not. The
underlying reason of the ﬁndings is also discussed to guide users in
selecting the appropriate MQPM to predict AK sharing quality.
Wevisualize the relationshipsof the comparisonamong thepre-
dictions of MQPMs and the manual mapping results in three line
charts. Each line chart depicts one property of the AK sharing qual-
ity: Fig. 11 presents the precision (P) rate; Fig. 12 illustrates the
recall (R) rate; and Fig. 13 visualizes the F-measure (F). In each ﬁg-
ure, the x-coordinate denotes the four AK sharing cases in both
mapping directions, and the y-coordinate denotes the value of the
predictions. Due to the use of color schema to represent and dif-
ferentiate the predictions of various MQPMs and the real case, we
suggest reading these graphs on-screen or using a color print out.
With these comparison ﬁgures, we get three ﬁndings:
Table A.8
Manual annotation results of SAD1.doc by LOFAR AK domain model.




Decision Topic 4 0.020
Alternative 0 0.000




Artifact Fragment 0 0.000
Author 1 0.005
Sum 205 1.000
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Table A.9
Manual annotation results of SAD1.doc by AREL AK domain model.




Motivational Reason 25 0.135
Functional Requirements 28 0.151
Non-functional Requirements 4 0.022
Business Environment 15 0.081
Information System Environment 0 0.000
Technology Environment 17 0.092
Design Outcome 0 0.000
Data Model 0 0.000
Application Model 6 0.032
Technology Model 6 0.032
Architectual Rationale 0 0.000
Qualitative Rationale 0 0.000
Quantitative Rationale 0 0.000
Alternative Architectual Rationale 0 0.000
Alternative Design 0 0.000
Alternative Behavior 0 0.000
Design Issue 4 0.022
Design Strengths and Weaknesses 1 0.005
Tradeoffs 0 0.000
Risks and Non-risks 3 0.016
Decision 73 0.395
Supporting Information 2 0.011
Data Viewpoints 1 0.005
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Motivational Reason 0 0.000
Functional Requirements 18 0.047
Non-functional Requirements 21 0.055
Business Environment 13 0.034
Information System Environment 0 0.000
Technology Environment 13 0.034
Design Outcome 0 0.000
Data Model 6 0.016
Application Model 33 0.087
Technology Model 18 0.047
Architectual Rationale 38 0.100
Qualitative Rationale 36 0.095
Quantitative Rationale 0 0.000
Alternative Architectual Rationale 16 0.042
Alternative Design 16 0.042
Alternative Behavior 0 0.000
Design Issue 36 0.095
Design Strengths and Weaknesses 38 0.100
Tradeoffs 1 0.003
Risks and Non-risks 2 0.005
Decision 38 0.100
Supporting Information 22 0.058
Data Viewpoints 0 0.000
Application Viewpoints 9 0.024
Technology Viewpoints 1 0.003
Business Viewpoint 4 0.011
Sum 379 1.000
Table A.12
AK concept mappings from LOFAR to SOAD AK domain model.




Decision Topic ProblemStatement equivalentClass
Alternative ADAlternative equivalentClass
Quick Decision ArchitecturalDecision (AD) subClassOf
Speciﬁcation – noMatchingPair
Decision ArchitecturalDecision (AD) equivalentClassTechnology Viewpoints 0 0.000
Business Viewpoint 0 0.000
Sum 185 1.000
. AMQPM provides the best prediction of recall (R) rate, which is
closer to the R of manual mapping, than SMQPM and RMQPM as
shown in Fig. 12.
. AMQPM provides better F-measure (F) (the integrated AK shar-
ing quality) than SMQPM and RMQPM most of time. The only
exceptional case is the AK sharing case 1 from the LOFAR to AREL
repository as shown in Fig. 13. According to our experiments,
AMQPM is a prediction model which can better trades off the
prediction accuracy and effort on practical AK sharing.
. The relationship of the comparison among the precision (P) rate
predictions with different MQPM varies from case to case as
shown in Fig. 11. For example, the P of AMQPM is lower than
that of RMQPM in AK sharing case 1 (LOFAR→AREL), while in
AK sharing case 1 (AREL→ LOFAR), the P of AMQPM is greater
than that of RMQPM. The P of SMQPM is always 1 (100% correct,
same as the P of the real case) due to the assumption of using an
intelligentAK instance classiﬁer, somethingwhich is not realistic
in an automated AK sharing practice.
Based on these three ﬁndings, we draw the following con-
lusions about the conjectures introduced in Section 3. Part of
onjecture 2 for the prediction of recall (R) rate holds according
able A.10
anual annotation results of SAD2.mdl by LOFAR AK domain model.




Decision Topic 38 0.172
Alternative 16 0.072




Artifact Fragment 57 0.258
Author 0 0.000
Sum 221 1.000Artifact ADOutcome equivalentClass
Artifact Fragment ADOutcome subClassOf
Author EditorialInfo superClassOf
to the experimental results (RRMQPM ≤RAMQPM). The Conjecture 1
for the prediction of precision (P) rate and the Conjecture 3 for the
prediction of F-measure (F) do not hold true since the relationship
of the comparison among the P and F predictions with different
MQPM varies from case to case. Hence, in a strict sense, no conjec-
tures presented in Section3 still hold. The revised conjecture for the
recall (R) rate based on the experimental results is (no consistent
Table A.13
AK concept mappings from SOAD to LOFAR AK domain model.
SOAD LOFAR Mapping relationship
Role – noMatchingPair
DecisionDriver Concern subClassOf
ProblemStatement Decision Topic equivalentClass
ADLevel – noMatchingPair
ADTopic – noMatchingPair





ADOutcome Artifact Fragment superClassOf
Recommendation – noMatchingPair
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Table A.14
Manual annotation results of SAD3.htm by LOFAR AK domain model.







Decision Topic 23 0.106
Alternative 81 0.375








Manual annotation results of SAD3.htm by SOAD AK domain model.

















AK concept mappings from AREL to SOAD AK domain model.
AREL SOAD Mapping
relationship














Design Outcome ADOutcome equivalentClass
Data Model ADOutcome subClassOf
Application Model ADOutcome subClassOf




Architectual Rationale – noMatchingPair
Qualitative Rationale – noMatchingPair





Alternative Design ADAlternative subClassOf
Alternative Behavior ADAlternative subClassOf









Data Viewpoints – noMatchingPair
Application Viewpoints – noMatchingPair
Technology Viewpoints – noMatchingPair
Business Viewpoint – noMatchingPair
Table A.17

























































Manual annotation results of SAD4.pdf by AREL AK domain model.




Motivational Reason 7 0.046
Functional Requirements 17 0.113
Non-functional Requirements 2 0.013
Business Environment 4 0.026
Information System Environment 1 0.007
Technology Environment 14 0.093
Design Outcome 46 0.305
Data Model 1 0.007
Application Model 0 0.000
Technology Model 0 0.000
Architectual Rationale 3 0.020
Qualitative Rationale 0 0.000
Quantitative Rationale 0 0.000
Alternative Architectual Rationale 0 0.000
Alternative Design 5 0.033
Alternative Behavior 1 0.007
Design Issue 17 0.113
Design Strengths and Weaknesses 1 0.007
Tradeoffs 0 0.000
Risks and Non-risks 0 0.000
Decision 11 0.073
Supporting Information 9 0.060
Data Viewpoints 3 0.020
Application Viewpoints 2 0.013
Technology Viewpoints 4 0.026
Business Viewpoint 3 0.020
Sum 151 1.000
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Table A.19
Manual annotation results of SAD4.pdf by SOAD AK domain model.
























onjectures hold for P and F):
RMQPM ≤ RSMQPM ≤ RAMQPM ≤ RRealCase (19)
.2. Discussions
The underlying reason on the ﬁndings presented in Section 6.1
s discussed below in the same numbering as the ﬁndings being
resented from (1) to (3):
. The ﬁnding (1) is within our expectations since the assumptions
ofnon-evendistributionofAK instances inAMQPMis close to the
situation in manual AK sharing, in which the weight of each AK
concept are quite different (e.g., normally there are more Alter-
native AK instances than Decision AK instances in a LOFAR AK
repository).We can getmore accurate recall (R) rate by introduc-
ing the weight of each AK concept as a variable in the calculation
of R.
. The ﬁnding (2) is unexpected since we had thought that the
SMQPMwould determine themaximum F-measure (F), the inte-
grated AK sharing quality, due to the assumption of using an
intelligent AK instance classiﬁer. Actually in practice, the sharing
quality contribution to the precision (P) rate by the assump-
tion of intelligent instance classiﬁer does not always pay off to
the detriment to the recall (R) rate due to the assumption of
even distribution of AK instances (which counteracts to recall
(R) rate in certain situations8). Consequently, inourexperiments,
most of the F predictions with AMQPM are greater (better) than
those with SMQPM. The only exceptional case, i.e., SMQPM pro-
vides better F-measure (F) than AMQPM in AK sharing case 1
(LOFAR→AREL), is due to the domination role of precision (P)
rate, which has a positive factor in calculating F-measure (F).
. In the ﬁnding (3), the precision (P) rate does not hold the same
relationship of comparison as the recall (R) rate. We think that
the P prediction mainly depends on the AK concept mapping
relationships from the source to the target model and mapping
approaches employed (i.e., replicating or splitting approach), and
the weight of each AK concept has little impact to P in predic-
tion. For example, the P predictions with AMQPM from LOFAR
to AREL (case 1 and 2) are always lower than the P predic-
tions with RMQPM as shown in Fig. 11 (same situation for the
predictions of P from AREL to LOFAR (case 1 and 2), in which
the P predictions of RMQPM are always greater than those of
AMQPM), and these sharing cases (e.g., LOFAR to AREL case 1
and 2) use the same concept mapping relationships (i.e., from
LOFAR to AREL) with different weight of each AK concept (case
8 The accurate impact caused by the assumption of even distribution of AK
nstances to recall (R) rate needs to be further investigated in our future work.nd Software 84 (2011) 786–802 799
1 and 2 use different software architecture documents). The
implicit assumption (even distribution of AK instances over the
subclasses and dummy concept) made for the splitting and repli-
cating approach in AMQPM may also affect the accuracy of the
P prediction with AMQPM as we mentioned in Section 4.2.2. It
needs more experiments to investigate above issues, including
the impact of the assumption to the prediction accuracy, and
why the P predictions with various MQPMs mainly depend on
the mappings at the conceptual level, but not the weight of each
concept at the instance level.
7. Related work
The three mapping quality prediction models, including
AMQPM, presented and compared in this paper target to the shar-
ing of formal AK which comes from the architecture documents
annotation by AK domain models. Similar approaches exist in the
context of knowledge management in the semantic web and data
integration in the databases. In this section, we present related
work and discuss their implications to our work.
The goal of ontologies is to facilitate knowledge sharing. Many
practitioners and researchers from theknowledge engineering area
argue that ontology is a key technology for explicit knowledge
representation, management, reasoning, and sharing activities. An
ontology can be in various formats varying from categories to
formalized concept speciﬁcations, including domain models, e.g.,
AK domain models. Ontology mapping provides a common layer
from which different ontologies could be accessed and therefore
could enable knowledge sharing in semantically sound manners
(Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer, 2003). Euzenat has researched on
the quality evaluation of the ontology mapping results by intro-
ducing two criteria: the precision and recall rate (Euzenat, 2007),
which also originate from the IR theory. However, this work
focuses on the quality evaluation of the mappings between ontolo-
gies at the conceptual level without considering the effect to the
instance level. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research
work on predicting the mapping/sharing quality of knowledge
instances.
Formal knowledge sharing is alsobasedonsemantic integration,
which provides a common framework for knowledge integration.
Noy made a survey on addressing the semantic integration prob-
lem (e.g., databases and information integration) in an ontology
mapping perspective (Noy, 2004). Three dimensions of ontology
mapping are classiﬁed: mapping discovery, formal representations
of mappings, and reasoning with mappings. The survey focuses
on the mapping at the conceptual (ontology) level with (semi-
) automatic mapping support, which is suitable for large scale
ontology mapping tasks (e.g., there are over 106 concepts in the
system). On the contrary, in the AK sharing context, there are
few AK concepts (around 10–30) in the AK domain models (e.g.,
LOFAR, AREL and SOAD), but large amount of AK instances to be
shared. In our approach, we try to predict the mapping (sharing)
quality at the AK instances level based on the manual AK con-
cept mapping by domain experts at the conceptual level, in order
to save the effort for mapping AK instances from one model to
another.
In our approach, we assume that the mapping at the conceptual
level dominates the mapping at the instances level. Our prediction
models are based on this assumption. The instance level can also
inﬂuence the mapping at the conceptual level. (Su and Gulla, 2006)
propose an IR approach to using instance information of the con-
cept to enrich the original ontology and calculate the similarities
betweenconcepts in twoontologies, to support the semi-automatic
mapping of an ontology. This approach is useful for the AK domain




























































human factor affects the AK sharing results; (5) investigate ways to00 P. Liang et al. / The Journal of Sys
mount of AK instances exist. The manual AK instances annotation
nd mappings by domain experts can improve the mappings at the
K conceptual level.
Integration of heterogeneous databases through the mapping
etween the local name constants (e.g., value of personal names,
ompany names, etc.) of a database record is also a problem of
emantic integration, which requires domain knowledge of the
orld and the purpose of the user’s query. Cohen proposes a
ogic WHIRL (Cohen, 1998), which can reason about the similarity
etweennameconstants by thequery results (records in a database
ould be viewed as being similar to AK instances), as measured
sing the vector-space model commonly adopted in statistical IR.
n this approach, the measures of precision and recall rate from IR
heory are also employed as the evaluation criteria. The evaluation
esults are calculated based on concrete database query results by
ame constants and used to determine the similarity between the
ame constants. This approach focuses on the database integra-
ion at the record (instance) level without paying attention to the
chema (conceptual) level.
In the ﬁeld of knowledge sharing on heterogeneous web
esources, Zhuge proposes a knowledge gridmodel in three dimen-
ions (location, category, and level) for sharing and managing
istributed knowledge resources on the Internet (Zhuge, 2002).
his model enables people to conveniently create, represent, store,
dit, locate knowledge (instances) and share knowledge with each
ther in the knowledge grid by a grid operation language called
GOL. The knowledge in the grid is a kind of formal knowl-
dge which has been annotated by the coordinates of the three
rid dimensions. This model introduces IS-SIMILAR-TO keyword
n KGOL to establish a similar relationship between knowledge
nstances for the knowledge sharing (e.g., using the existing solu-
ion to a problem that is similar to the newproblem). However, this
nowledge grid model does not provide any criteria nor a method
or the evaluation of the knowledge sharing quality.
. Limitations
The evaluation results we get from the case studies of using
MQPM, RMQPM, and AMQPM are not without limitations. In this
ection, the foremost limitations of our work are outlined together
ith potential strategies how they could be addressed.
Weight of AK concept: In the calculation of the prediction by
MQPM, the weight of each AK concept is a key parameter, which
an be quite different from case to case depending on the AK repos-
tory to be shared. In our experiment, we obtain the weight of each
K concept through manual annotation of architecture documents
y domain experts. However, this is not realistic when the number
f AK instances in the AK repository is huge, as this is the primary
eason for predicting the AK sharing quality. So how to predict the
eight of each AK concept in various sharing contexts is a challenge
n performing AMQPM. We see several approaches to achieving
his. For example, we can randomly select a collection of sample
ata from the AK repository to be shared, and predict the weight of
ach AK concept with the sample data, since we assume that the
eightof anAKconcept is relatively stable for the softwarearchitec-
ure documents fromcertain domain (e.g., banking system,mission
ritical system, etc.). Alternatively, we can refer to the values of the
K concept weight from previous AK sharing cases, which sharing
ontext (e.g., employed AK domain models and system domain) is
imilar to the current one, as the empirical data.User concerns on AK sharing: Different AK consumers (people
ho query the AK from an AK repository) may have their own
reference for a particular part of AK. For example, an AK consumer
scientist)mayhave special interest on retrievingRequirements and
isks rather than Speciﬁcations from the LOFAR repository. In suchnd Software 84 (2011) 786–802
case, theAK consumer (user) concerns should be taken into account
and users should be allowed to customize the AMQPM in order to
predict the AK sharing quality based on their own preferences.
Human factors on manual AK annotation and mapping: In the
experiments, we assume that domain experts always correctly
annotate and map the AK instances from one AK domain model
to another, which implies that different domain experts will get
the same manual mapping results for AK sharing. However, this is
not true in practice since different domain experts may have dif-
ferent understanding for annotating and mapping an AK instance.
Different annotations and mappings by architects to the same
architecture document can be used to investigate this issue.
Quality factor of architecture documents: When the quality of
architecture documents is high (understandability, clarity, etc.),
it would be easier to understand the architecture design, and get
more AK instances being annotated/captured, which could conse-
quently increase the prediction accuracy based on the weight of
each AK concept. The four architecture documents used in our case
studies areproducedbyexperiencedarchitectswith relativelygood
quality. The architecture documents with different qualities can be
used to evaluate this aspect.
9. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we propose the AMQPM, which is based on our
previous work on predicting the formal AK sharing quality. The
approach addresses, to some extent, two critical problems that
current AK sharing approaches face: the accuracy of AK sharing,
and the validity of sharing quality prediction. We illustrate and
validate the AMQPM through four AK sharing case studies from
industry and research projects, by following the evaluation criteria
from IR theory in a query-based scenario for AK sharing. The eval-
uation results indicate that AMQPM is a prediction model which
providesabalancebetween the integratedAKsharingquality (com-
bining the precision and recall rate of AK sharing) and practical
sharing conditions (i.e., variability of AK instances distribution, and
non-intelligent AK instance classiﬁer). The distinguishing contribu-
tion of AMQPM is that it provides more accurate prediction results
(compared to the SMQPM and RMQPM) with acceptable predic-
tion effort. AK practitioners can employ AMQPM model to better
predict the AK sharing quality between two AK models in advance
before effort is spent on creating AK instances. Note that, although
AMQPM provides a better solution to predict AK sharing quality
with acceptable prediction effort, the other two prediction models
(SMQPM and RMQPM) still have their value, e.g., less effort for pre-
diction, and AK practitioners can select an appropriate prediction
model by trading off prediction accuracy and effort in their own AK
sharing context (e.g., motivations, domain, and organization, etc.).
Based on our experience from the AK sharing case studies and
the limitations of the evaluation results, we see several directions
for future work on AK sharing quality prediction: (1) investigate
the accuracy of AK sharing quality prediction through estimating
the weights or reusing the weights from empirical data; (2) evalu-
ate the effort involved in performing AMQPM (i.e., annotating the
sample architecture documents and calculating the weight of each
AKconcept) as compared toperformingAK instanceannotationand
mapping in practical AK sharing cases; (3) investigate the user con-
cerns on AK sharing quality prediction; (4) investigate the human
factors onmanual AK annotation to see how and towhat extent theimprove the accuracy of AK sharing quality prediction by introduc-
ing more comprehensive concept mapping relationships, such as
disjointWith, compositionOf, and partOf aswe discussed in Section
3.1; (6) investigate and evaluate the quality factor of architecture
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